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Harmony Document Information

Document Remarks
This file contains: -Pg1& 2: A map and chart showing the Sector of

Far?ay addam and Muhammad AI-Mahdi? It states the number of patrols found in each area
f the sector. -Pg 3-17: Lists showing names of assembly points within various areas in the
ector, leaders and members elements of each patrol in the assembly, license plate numbers
nd type of vehicles in the assembly and if the assembly is joint or independent. -Pg 20 & 25
7: A list of names, phone numbers and a number referred to as the 'calling signal? There is
o information as to where these individuals work. -Pg 21: Minutes of a meeting which took
lace in Palestine Hotel in 2003/03/26. The meeting was attended by Head of AI-Rasafa sector
nd commanders of all other sectors. They discussed: a Building sand parapets in all sectors
o secure protection of the fighters b Counting number of fighters on the parapet not in the
ector c Informing all patrols with the necessary precautions d Presenting daily reports to
ector commanders -Pg 22: Memo written regarding a representative from Haraket Hamas TN:

Hamas maneuvers in Baghdad who informed the Iraqi liS with the following: a The leadership
f the Hamas maneuvers in Damascus had called him several times since the American
ttacks on Iraq, assuring and encouraging the bravery of the Iraqi people. b Dr. Abd al-Aziz AI
aqib member of the maneuver?s political bureau called him from Ghaza, appreciating the

heroic stands of the Iraqi people against American attacks. -Pg 23: Handwritten letter stating
hat the expected American-British attack will take place in Baghdad on 03/27/2003 from the
outhern end. The Americans distributed flyers to the Iraqi Forces warning them not to use
hemical weapons against the Americans in Baghdad. - The letter also states that the
merican enemy is heading towards Baghdad and is 80 Km far, as well as attacking from 3
reas, North, South and West. -Pg 24: Internal memo through departments of the liS
equesting 1200 helmets to distribute to the fighter groups in AI-Rasafa Sector and backpacks
o carry on their shoulders. -Pg 31: Letter to Commander of AI-Rasafa sector from a Staff
ector Officer no name mentioned, stating an attack which occurred on Saad Sector via an
pposing aircraft where a missile was directed towards an area with large population. -Pg 32:

Letter to Director of the liS concerned with delivering the American and British victim bodies
ia the International Red Crescent from AI-Rasafa Sector. As well as interviewing one of the
risoner pilots. -Pg 33-38: Miscellaneous handwritten notes covering the same issues above.
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Page 18

Immediately and Top secret
Republican Residency, lIS
AL-Rasafah Section Staff Officer
Command Section
Jamal Abdulnassir

20030327

Telephone Name Call sign Telephone Name Call
sign

5234618 Assistance 1000 8835992 'Iyad Al 'AkashlAl Khima 4301
Al 'Ataifyh

5431664 Assistance 5433142 'Iyad Al 'AkashlAl Khima
AL Mansour replacement station

5235679 Abu Nidal 5382877 'Iyad AI 'AkashIMobile
Assistance
Office

141 Emergency
5372558 M"M4Headof 4000 8869873 Muhamad Khair Mobile

AL Rasafah
5382910 Sector

M " M4 !Mobile 5417262 Colonel Khalid/M..M6 6000

5436809 Secretary M " 414147 Transportable weapons locker
M4 2

5436809 Hamid Al
'Ahrnar

5423135 Replacement 5382280 Emergency
Station M " M4

5419509 M.".M2 2000
7181875 Faris Salih 4001 5421825 Muthafirl Engineering
7180441 Isection Staff 5382887 M " M5 IAl Kharakh Sector charge

officer
Faris Sallih 5436820 M ." .M5 I Al Kharakh Sector
Replacement charge
Station

8836019 General Ihssan
8834105 Al Rasafah 4004 5439340 Khalil AI Jaraisi!M . M5.S1

section
Emergency 5429244 M.M5.S2
Force
General Ihssan
Al Rassafa
section
Emergency
Force

142 Emergency 5382291 M.M5.S5
5215881 Mu'ayad Najib 4100 4165286 M.M5.S6

IJamai Abi Al
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Nassirlhome
5382897 Mu'ayad

Najib
replacement
office

4220889 Mu'ayad
Najib
replacement
office

7785044 Nu'mman 4500 5382892 Public relation
7617678 Ali/'Othman Section

and Al
Tahaddi

4140744 Replacement
Station

5567707
Nu'mman
Ali(home) 7185728 HaythamAI

Rawi(Abu
'Akab)

8174304 Nathim 4400 8868601 Ministry of
Nargis/AI Defence
Nathim Nargis 4140053 Ministry of

7180782 Nathim Nargis Defence
5559760 Rashid

Sectorlhome 8851930 Ministry of
Defense office

8162200 Operator M18 5222614 General and
Pilot Hussain
Al Zibin

71850077 Replacment
Station
(apartment)

7182845 Farhan Hamid
Al Shumu'

7171199 Farhan Hamid
replacement 5382280 ShibliM9
Station

7780186 Farhan Hamid
/M.M8
Directorate

5417079 Ghalip Al 4300
Duri /Saddam
and Muhamad
Al Mahdi
Sector

8852974 GhalibAI
Duri

5382658 GhalibAl
Duri /mobile

8189660 Ghalib AI
Duri
Sinaw mobile

144 Emergency
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Top Secret (Iraqi Classification)

Minutes ofMeeting

1. Time: 11:00
2. Date: 20030326
3. Place: Palestine Hotel
4. Participants:

a. Head ofAI- Rasafah Sector
b. Head of All Sectors.

5. Points ofDiscussion
a. The importance ofbuilding bunkers on all necessary locations in the sector to

Secure the safety of the fighters.
b. Preparation of Trainees on Setterella (Military Equipments) for all sectors.
c. Gave Red Crescent ID Card to the citizen since it is honorable Card.
d. Inform all Patrol Unites to take extra alert.
e. Making sure to report daily to head sectors in the arrange time.
f. Restrict to follow up instructions from the Office of the President concerning

available new cars to replacement stations each head sector had to implement
this orders

g. Mr. Anmar Latif will be the head ofJamal Abdul Nasser sector instead of
Muayad Najib who represent our organization in the joint operations room in
Baghdad.

Page 22

To: The Director ofnS

Subject: Hamas Movement

We like to inform you the following:
We have been contacted to us lately by the preventatives of the Hamas Movement in

Baghdad who inform us gladly the following points:
The leadership of the movement in Damascus called us a number of times to renewing
their continues commitment since the American foolish attack to Iraq to show us their
support. The movement is willing to fully support our nation with every possible way the
can in order to defeat the cruel enemy attack.

a. We have been contacted by Dr. Abid Al-'Aziz AI-Rantisy senior member of
movement during past few days to ensure his and Palestinian support against the
barbaric American enemy .Dr. AI-Rantisy requested us to open the check points
at the boarder to let the volunteers fighters to participate the war. He also
indicated that they will carry the demonstrations, suicide attacks to support Iraq

b. We have been informed by the AI-Rantisy that his family left the country while
he and another group mostly student in Iraq will stay to worked with us based
on to our requirement.

c. We stressed enough to him that we are pleased to their stand in the situation as
we always expected from the movement. We also inform him how helpful it
will be ifwe heard any operations against American Israeli interest in the
occupied land.
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Page 23

a. The possible attack time ofAllied American - British attack on Baghdad is on
20030327 with the possibility of enemy troops coming from the south. The
Americans clearly gave warning to Iraqis to never use any chemicals weapons
against allied forces.

b.The advancing American forces toward Baghdad are away from the city about 80
KM. The advancing forces are coming from three directions to attack Baghdad.
The three directions are north, south and west. Please note that there is presence of
American Special Forces in the north ofIraq.

Page 24
Top secret (Iraqi Classification)
ToM6
Please prepare AL-Rasafah sector as the following:

a. One thousand and two hundred helmets'to distribute to our fighters like the
enemy troops.

b. Provide new Rucksacks instead of old ones that was difficult to carry on .

Page 28
Same text as page 2l.
Page 29
a.Authorize 250 thousand Diners to every sector.
b.Withdraw two Patrol unite from Jamal Abid AI-Nasser sector to enforce to Saddam

sector for their lost patrol to AL-Rashid sector as we agreed upon.
M.".M4
Page31
Top Secret (Iraq Classification)
To the head ofAL-Rasafah sector -Sa'ad sector.
We have been informed by the attache officer of Sa'ad sector at 23:40 on 20030326 The
sector has been bombarded with two rockets hits by one enemy airplane to very
populated area and caused the following damages.
a.Killed twenty martyrs.
b.Wounded fifty.
c.Destroyed twenty cars.

For your information and appreciation.
Security officer ofthe sector.

Page 31,32 and 33

Regarding the dead bodies
We completed to move out some of the dead bodies and we will complete the rest.
We like to study the best way to hand over American and British dead bodies to the
International Red Cross with the presence oftheir relatives. There are also some burned
bodies around.
Discussion about the TV program that will interview one of the American pilot who
was shot down by our forces to inform the International Community how Iraqis are
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defending their countries as well as showing American British dead bodies in the
fighting field.

Page 34,35,36,37and 38
a. Briefhand written war instructions, daily report, troops movement and coordination
with the Intelligence.
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